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How To Use This Guide
This guide describes the changes made in EFI Technique version 5.6.1. The first part of the guide describes the
new feature and enhancement updates to the EFI Technique system, while the second part of the guide lists the
defects repaired in version 5.6.1.
Before you upgrade your EFI Technique system to version 5.6.1, read the descriptions of the changes made to
all the modules that you plan to use. Also read about the minimum system requirements and review any changes
with other system users, as applicable. If you have any questions about how the changes may affect you or
about changes that you must make to your system before you upgrade your system, please contact your EFI
Technique Support representative.

Contact Information
EFI Support
Web Site:

https://customer.efi.com/support

UK Phone:

+ 44 (0) 1246-298085

US Phone:

+1-855-EFI-4HLP

E-Mail:

technique.support@efi.com

Regular USA Service Desk hours are 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM Eastern Time, Monday – Friday.
Regular European Service Desk hours are 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM Greenwich Mean Time (British Summer Time
during summer), Monday – Friday.
Note

For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software,
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of
issues.

EFI Professional Services
UK Phone:

+ 44 (0) 113 3836000

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group
can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software plus offer a range of training options.
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Version 5.6.1 Enhancements
This section summarizes the product enhancements in EFI Technique version 5.6.1 by module, including the
corresponding issue number. Refer to the “Version 5.6.1 Defects” topic for detailed descriptions of all defect updates
in this version of EFI Technique.

Inventory Management
Issue: Users need to be able to split paper being converted into two different stockcodes.
Resolution: The 'Convert' window now supports two target stockcodes.
Enhancement | TECHNIQUE-4816 | 5.6.1

MIS Console
Issue: Cannot see description of Jobs when using Job Transfer within DC Simple.
Resolution: The Section column has been added to the job window in the DC Simple Job Transfer
window (page 2). This helps the user differentiate jobs with similar attributes when transferring them
between resources.
Enhancement | 02739574 | TECHNIQUE-6321 | 5.6.1

Order Management
Issue: PrintFlow needs to receive a notification for In / Out type outwork tasks when they are

complete so it can schedule correctly.
Resolution: When a CSR (in Order Management) or Buyer (Purchasing) receive a part that has been
outworked, the associated outwork task is automatically updated as complete in PrintFlow.
Enhancement | 02759294 | TECHNIQUE-6475 | 5.6.1
Issue: In Finishing Details > Bound Inserts Positioning window users cannot add a block of parts to the
inputs of a finishing operation, the current option is either only single rows, or ALL displayed parts.
Resolution: Within the Bound Inserts Positioning window, you can select a block of parts from the
Available Parts area of the window by SHIFT-CLICK and clicking Add Selected, in order to add them to
the Binding Sequence area of the window.
Enhancement | TECHNIQUE-7227 | 5.6.1
Issue: The ComponentPool/Component/@FinishedGrain attribute within the XML that is passed to
Metrix is always entered as 'either' regardless of what has been entered in Order Management > Main
Tab > Grain.
Resolution: The FinishedGrain attribute within the XML that is passed to Metrix will now be entered as
'Vertical' when Long Grain is entered in Order Management > Main Tab > Grain or 'Horizontal' when
Short Grain is entered in Order Management > Main Tab > Grain. If no grain direction is entered within
the order the attribute within the XML will be entered as 'Either'.
Enhancement | TECHNIQUE-7353 | 5.6.1
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Version 5.6.1 Fixed Defects
This section summarizes the defects fixed in EFI Technique version 5.6.1 by module, including the corresponding
issue number and fix version. Refer to the “Version 5.6.1 Enhancements” topic for detailed descriptions of all
enhancement updates in this version of EFI Technique.

Contract Management, Order Management
Issue: Number up not calculated correctly for an open size print section created from a contract.
Resolution: Number up is now calculated correctly for open size print sections on order creation from a
contract.
Defect | 02848896 | TECHNIQUE-7226 | 5.6.1

Estimating
Issue: Where an estimate includes cost for bindery assistants the value shown in the contribution
analysis was being calculated on the basis that the bindery assistants were part of the machine rate
and resource element percentages were being applied.
Resolution: The costs for bindery assistants are now treated as 100% labour cost.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-5176 | 5.6.1

Estimating, MIS Console
Issue: Supplied sections created with BOR can add pre press elements in both MIS Console/Enquiries,
and Estimating.
Resolution: Supplied sections do not have pre press elements added automatically when created from
a BOR style enquiry/estimate.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-6899 | 5.6.1

Estimating, Technique Web API
Issue: Making a finishing operation outworked generates an outwork route when calculating, selecting
the outworker for the route then calculating again does not generate the same route.
Resolution: Selecting a specific outworker for a finishing operation that is known to generate a route
when 'All' are selected, this should now generate the same route. Note that if any existing estimates
had an outworker selected against a finishing operation, this may need to be re-selected if the estimate
is to be calculated again.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-6792 | 5.6.1

Estimating Maintenance
Issue: A foreign key error occurs when trying to import fold catalogs via Estimating Maintenance >
Miscellaneous > Import Fold Catalogs.
Resolution: When importing fold catalogs using the above method the import is successful.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-7406 | 5.6.1
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Information Console
Issue: Selecting a date for a resource posts data for all resources instead of only the validated
resource.
Resolution: Selecting a date and a resource will only post data that has been validated for that
resource and date.
Defect | 01977616 02794156 02828801 | TECHNIQUE-2034 | 5.6.1

Invoice Generation
Issue: When viewing Invoice XML in EU locale the currency values format incorrectly causing totals to
be incorrect.
Resolution: Currency values in Invoice XML are now formatted correctly when in EU locale.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-6894 | 5.6.1
Issue: No invoice lines are shown for types of ink.
Resolution: The line items within the Review Invoice window now correctly includes the values for ink
as expected.
Defect | 02689090 | TECHNIQUE-6449 | 5.6.1
Issue: When an invoice is generated for an order that has been created from a contract that includes
subsequent make readies, the invoice lines for paper with zero price on subsequent make readies
were not available.
Resolution: When an invoice is generated for an order that has been created from a contract that
includes subsequent make readies, the invoice lines for paper with zero price on subsequent make
readies are available.
Defect | 01992565 | TECHNIQUE-2146 | 5.6.1
Issue: When a Contract Title has the the Schedule Price Run On / Back selected, and the Paper
Pricing Method is entered as Paper Price by Weight, and the Use Paper MR/Run Weights check box is
selected, when the subsequent invoice for an order created from the contract title is generated the
paper price invoice line is not calculating correctly.
Resolution: When a Contract Title has the the Schedule Price Run On / Back selected, and the Paper
Pricing Method is entered as Paper Price by Weight, and the Use Paper MR/Run Weights check box is
selected, when the subsequent invoice for an order created from the contract title is generated paper
price invoice line calculates correctly.
Defect | 02788357 | TECHNIQUE-6448 | 5.6.1

Invoice Generation, Technique Web API
Issue: When generating an invoice for an order from a contract where a varnish had been entered as
an additional ink, the invoice incorrectly displays the Units and Unit Price and the subsequent charge
for the varnish is incorrect.
Resolution: When generating an invoice for an order from a contract where a varnish had been entered
as an additional ink, the invoice now correctly displays the Units and Unit Price. The charge for varnish
is correctly reflecting the number of pages entered in Order Management.
Defect | 02120593 | TECHNIQUE-6447 | 5.6.1
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Order Management
Issue: Price summary for commercial orders does not show the value of finishing operations that have
been deleted or include them in the sales total, even though they had a value in the estimate.
Resolution: The value of all finishing operations in the estimate are shown on the pricing summary and
included in sales total, even when those operations have been removed from the order. This will be
shown as an additional value, as it cannot be apportioned automatically.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-6343 | 5.6.1
Issue: Advanced Packing web page is not taking into account the language and locale of the user.
Resolution: Advanced Packing now takes into account the language and locale and is fully translatable.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-6937 | 5.6.1
Issue: Cost Analysis gross sales figure for an order created from an estimate does not include the
value of finishing operations that have been deleted, even though they had a value in the estimate.
Resolution: The value of all finishing operations in the estimate is included in gross sales, even when
some of those operations have been removed from the order. A new field is available within the Pricing
Summary tab that includes the price (so that it is included in the total) but for which there is no longer a
cost, i.e. the operation has been removed and therefore the cost. This is to retain the correct selling
price agreed with the customer for the order.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-6907 | 5.6.1
Issue: Deleting an outwork binding operation or press route does not delete or revise any associated
POs created by Auto PO Generation.
Resolution: POs are correctly updated when routes are deleted.
Defect | TECHNIQUE-6783 | 5.6.1

Production Scheduling
Issue: For multi-site users and orders that included multi-site jobs, when moving an event date in Order
Management the application would move the dates of matching events in Scheduling at *all* sites by
the incremented amount, so the other sites were then out of synch with their own job in Order
Management..
Resolution: Changing an event in Order Management only changes sub job events in Scheduling at the
same site as the Order Management Job.
Defect | 02793495 | TECHNIQUE-6605 | 5.6.1
Issue: When dragging and dropping a finishing operation in Scheduling with "Calc" enabled, the
number up calculated is not consistent with the one that is calculated in the Pre Production Estimate in
Order Management, if that is more than one in Sheet Type operations.
Resolution: The number up calculated is consistent between Order Management and Scheduling.
Defect | 02848870 | TECHNIQUE-7224 | 5.6.1

